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WORKSTAR greatly
appreciates the financial
contributions from these
organisations….
Click

WORKSTAR’s New Website
New and improved website goes live!

Our new site is more interactive, easier to navigate and makes finding
out about WORKSTAR easier than ever before. With new social media
links and inspirational videos posted, visitors are able to discover
whether or not WORKSTAR’s free service is right for them as well as
posting feedback on Facebook and via it’s online form.
There is also a new area on our site under the “Useful Resources” tab.
This page has a list of other helpful websites such as career quest and
Work & Income Benefit changes. Our new contact form allows visitors to
contact Workstar directly with an easy to fill out section, while the ability
to download and print out a referral form for WORKSTAR’s service has
also been added - available with just one simple click.
Our new site will be regularly updated with customer & client feedback,
success stories, dates of Workshops, blogs and other information about
important events.

WORKSTAR’s quarterly P.E.S.W.
Our Pre-Employment Skills Workshop is on again

Click

Our Pre - Employment Skills Workshops are

The workshop is facilitated in an open

*free of charge to anyone that has a disabil-

forum with each attendee being encouraged

ity. The atmosphere is inclusive and slightly

to interact and share as much as they feel

less formal than other similar courses on

comfortable. Throughout the workshop

offer.

questions are addressed with numerous
practical examples spoken about.

These workshops continue to result in
positive attendee feedback with comments

The Workshop covers from presentation to

such as . . .

post interview. As there is so much
information being shared,

“All aspects of the course were valuable”
“Said everything I needed to know and
explained very well”

attendees are

encouraged to take notes as the complete
workshop is quite extensive.
People with significant learning disabilities
may at times find some of the information

“I wasn’t prepared before I came here, even

over whelming, but their support workers

though I thought I was”

are more than welcome to attend. In fact ,
some past support workers sign up for our

WORKSHOPS held at
Nelson’s ACC building
WORKSTAR is funded by Nelson City
Council to run Pre Employment
Skills Workshops every three
months.
The minimum number of attendees
needed is six people, but groups
typically average out to be ten
people on the day.
Biscuits, Coffee and Tea are
supplied, with a break for
Morning-tea and then a 30 minute
break for lunch.

service after experiencing first This feedback is supported by over a 60% job

hand the

placement rate of those that have attended

WORKSTAR have to offer.

knowledge we at

Next Workshop held..

We invite you to our free……..

Pre-Employment
Facilitated by

Skills Workshop
Ben has a wide range of employment experiences;
from Factory to Sales, Dispatch to Consultancy.
Having worked in Melbourne as a Disability
Employment Consultant, Ben has a strong
understanding of the challenges faced by Job
Seekers with a disability with the practical
experience to assist in overcoming such barriers.

Ben Harris

Ben@workstar.co.nz

With
Limited
places
available,
registrations are preferred, though
spaces may be available on the day.
Any organisations that wish to attend
to find out if future Workshops would
be of benefit to their clients and/or
their organisation are more than
welcome to sit in.
Registrations can be made by visiting
the WORKSTAR office, via phone, via
our facebook page or directly emailing
Ben Harris.
WORKSTAR would like to thank...
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Upcoming Events..
WORKSTAR’s Interview Training Seminar
Feedback from clients and the general public has shown us that people generally feel
unequipped for a job interview. Because of this, WORKSTAR has been writing a course
specifically for people that are wanting to feel confident when in an interview situation.

WORKSTAR Development
WORKSTAR is dedicated to continual
development of their service. In the last
year alone, all Workstar offices have been
repainted, a new Website has been
created, amendments to internal policies
for service continuity have been made and
PESWs have been revamped with more
relevant content.
Because of WORKSTARS dedication to
reaching the broader community, The
WORKSTAR Quarterly News will be
emailed to clients, employers and all
support agencies around Nelson that may
benefit from knowing what’s happening at
WORKSTAR.
This will also act as a great reminder for
dates and times of up and coming
Workshops & Seminars.

Who will it benefit?
The WITS will benefit people that are looking for practical interview skills as well as Job Seekers
that are cold calling businesses in order to find work. Due to it’s emphasis on sales techniques,
the WITS will also be very useful for people that are looking at customer service and retail roles.
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How often will the WITS take place?
WORKSTAR will facilitate the WITS on a monthly basis (subject to demand). Initially WITS will be for WORKSTAR clients only, but will be
rolled out to the general public and other organisations in the future.

When will WITS be held?
WORKSTAR is hoping to hold the first WITS approximately late February early March.

“Before an interview, make sure you have your ‘WITS’ about you”
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